Course: Health psychology

Facilitator Dr Yahya Noori

- **Seminar**
  conducted by every student on topics related to everyday Psychology in the class
  1. Belief Creates Reality by Quratulain Ismail
  2. Attention Span by Maha Saif
  3. Mind Management by Noman Allana
  4. Shadowing by Imran Iqbal
  5. Managing Stress by Mehreen Khan
  6. Sensation and Perception by Urwa tul Wusqa
  7. Spirituality by Hammad Ather
  8. Bullying by Bisma Imtiaz
  9. Attitude by Aijaz Fatima
  10. Do you want to have an Elephant's memory by Muzammil Patel

1. **Term Projects**
   1. Ergonomics and Psychological Health
   2. Perception of Men towards Working women
   3. Depression among shift workers
Course: Supply Chain And Production Management In Pharmaceutical Industry
Facilitator - Sohail Sawani

- Three Guest Speakers Sessions were conducted
  1. Production Manager – Herbion
     A detailed overview of production
  2. Business Developer-Herbion
     A Brief on new product development
  3. Logistics Industry - Mr. Majid
     party logistics system

- Student visit
  1. Company – Herbion
     *warehouses
     *Operational department
     *Supply chain

- Term Project
  Health convention was taken as term project
  Students were given four different links of supply chain to present on
  *Production
  *Procurement
  *Ware housing
  *Challenges
Course: Health Management Information System
Facilitator – Dr Humaira Javed

- **Guest Lecture**
  ERP by Farhan Mazhar

- **Student visit**
  Indus Hospital
  A report on paperless environment

- **Term report**
  Student offered different ways to manage the data from Health Camp Conducted In 2015
  ALUMNI data base was updated by a group of students
  Another group of students proposed possible software proposals for data management for all the people coming for the camp and for further connection in the regard
Course: Marketing of Health Services
Facilitator – Dr Humaira Javed

- Marketing Consultancy proposals

Students came up for different ideas as a team for their term project
  * Event management of health activities
  * Promotions on social media
Course: Seminars In Health Policy
Facilitator – Dr Asima Faisal

- **Guest Lecture**
  1. Dr. Ehsan
     Policy making in Pakistan
  2. Dr. Fatima Saad
     A brief overview on Nutritional Policy

- **Term Project**
  New policy designing
  Identifying gaps in already existing policy